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'Ulnite~ Services me~ical Society. 

BOOTS. 
By COLONEL c. H. MEL VILLE. 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THE subject on which I have been asked to address the Society 
this evening is "Boots," and I may preface my remarks by saying 
that the extent and importance of the subject are in inverse ratio 
to the length of the title. I will try to reduce the extent to more 
suitable proportions by limiting myself to a consideration only of 
military boots, as worn by the infantry of different armies, illus
trating my remarks by reference to the examples which we have in 
the Museum, which form a fairly representative collection. I need 
hardly remind military medical officers that, though it is possible 
thus to narrow the extent of the subject, its importance can in no 
way be minimized. 

The first point to be considered is the sole, and this we may 
look at from the side in respect of its thickness, and from below in 
respect of its shape. But, as a matter of fact, it is impossible to 
dissociate these two points of view, since the shape is affected to an 
important extent by the thickness. The object of the sole is to 
protect the foot against injury from contact with the ground. In a 
boot that has to face rough work, under conditions in which repair 
or renewal are difficult, if not impossible, that is to say in the 
soldier's boot, the sole must be thick, in fact, very thick. But if 
the sole is thick then the power of plantar-flexion possessed by the 
foot is entirely lost, and that of dorsi flexion much reduced. In 
fact, in a military boot dorsi flexion is only possible to any great 
extent by moving the foot inside the boot, a movement that may, 
if repeated, lead to severe blistering or galls. As a result the foot 
is reduced to the condition of a solid block hinging at the ankle, 
but deprived of all further responsibility except that of affording a 
solid support to the leg. The part of the foot most seriously affected 
by this change is the big toe. In a thin-soled boot, or in a sandal, 
the "push" of the foot is communicated mainly along this digit, 
but as the sole thickens the impulse is communicated much more 
by the whole breadth of the foot at the metatarso-phalangeal junc
tion; the extent to which this is done varies very much in different 
people. In new, unworn boots, the only portion of the front part. 
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Oolonel O. H. jlfdville 69 

of the sole which actually touches the ground is the centre; and as 
time goes on the pressure kpreads outwards or inwards according 
to tbe idiosyncrasy of the we:trcr and the strength of his ankles. 
Pressure in front of the metatal'w-phalangeal joint is absent even 
in well-worn boots as long as the man is standing. rrhis is due Lo 
the fact that owing to the loss of dorsi fiexion of tbe toes the boot 
has to be sprung up in front to permit of "heel a.nd toe" walking. 
The important part of the sole as regards sh~pe is the breadth at 
the lncta,j,arso-phalangeal joint, and here accurate fitting is most 
important. In front of 'this, so long as thc toes are not crowded, 
actual shape is comparatively immaterial. The toe which of all 
sorrel's most from crowding is the big toe, and therefore in front of 
tbe broad part of the sole the inside border should run straight 
forward for a distance sufficient 10 accommodate the whole length 
of the big toe. 

The great difficulty ill designing a sole which sball be absolutely 
correct, ,"natolllically, results from the fact that the naked foot is 
not symmetrical on any axis of its o"vn, but syrnmetrical as one 
half of a pair of feel. Directly the foot is covered up this symmetry 
is lost, and beautiCul, undoubtedly, as " perfectly shaped hare foot 
may bc, as long as the general outline is broken by the different 
lines and indentations with which it is marked, that be!Lutyat once 
disappears when all thc dctail is muffled up hy a uniform covering 
of leather. In consequence the general tendency has been to try 
and make the foot as far as possible symllletrical on its own median 
axis, by sloping the outer and inner borders of the sole inwards to 
meet in a point, the breadth of the foot being everywhere reduced 
as far as was possible consistently witb ordinary human endurance. 

While this extreme was undoubtedly wrong, it is by no means 
necessary to go to the other extreme of insisting on a boot sole 
fashioned in the manner of the one I show on the screen, that 
issued to cerLain Ghurka regiments. I cannot see th",t such a hoot 
possesses any o.dvantn.gc over one in which the sole is rounded off, 
as for instance in our own infantry boot, and indeed in thosc 
generally worn. I cannot help thinking tbat a good deal of 
extravagant writing about footgear has resulted from people 
forgetting that the shod man walks in an entirely different manner 
from the unshod man, and that the person we have to provide 
boots for is a lad who for eighteen to nineteen years bas been 
wearing cheap, badly made boots, whose foot to all intents and 
purposes ends at his metatarso-pbalange",1 joint line. 

As will be seen (fig. 1), tbe sole of the infantry boot is much the 
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70 Boots 

same in all armies, the Italian alone having absolutely square toes, 
whilst our own and that of the United States are more pro
nouncedly asymmetrical than any others. 

FIG. l.-Shu.pc of Sole in various Military Boots. 
1. Rus::;iau. 5. French. 8. Austrian. 
2. German (new). G. Ita.lian. 9. G{ukh(l., 
3. German (old). 7. Japanese. 10. British. 
4. American. 

FIG. 2.-'J'11ickness of Sole in various Military Boots. 
1. German. 
2. Brit.ish. 
3. Gurkbu" 

4 and 5. Portugese. 8. Austrian. 11. JapaneE8. 
6. Russian. D. French. 12. AllIerican (now). 
7. Swedish, 10. Italian. 13. American (old). 

Whilst discussing this question of the plantar aspect of the sole, 
it is necessary to refer to the use of nails, and other nletal acces
sories. 'rhe majority of foreign boots possess large hobnails, which , 
personally, I consider a great mistake. Sooner or later these get 
loose, and the resultant hole forms a serious solution in the con
tinuity of the leather, admitting moisture. The eompamtively 
small nails in our boot are quite sufficient to provide a foothold. 
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Oolonel O. H. JJ[elville 71 

The Loe-cap of the Japanese boot is also a mistake, not only on this 
account, but as adding to the weight. 

Looking now at the edge of the sole, the plate (fig. 2) shows 
sonle of the boots worn in onr and foreign armies, with the edge 
of thc sole whItened [or the purpose of photograpby. It will be at 
once seen tbat there is a considerable amount of variation as 
regards tbe relative tbickness of tbe heel and the forepart of the 
sole. In our boot this is as 2'3 to 1, whilst in the Austrian and 
Frencb boots it rises to 3 to J, in tbe German 3'5 to 1, and in that 
of thc Unitcd States to as mucb as 3-9 to 1. At tbe same time 
the thickness of th e instep, which is 1 cm, ill our boot, is as low 
as 0-3 in that of Germany, and nowhere above 0'7, as in tbe 
Italian and American boots, 

MILITAny M ARCIIING BOOTS. 

Tllickn08S of sote 
Tllicklle,,~ at heel 

ut instep llllder toe~. 

GrcaL BriLa·iu 3'0 cm, 1'0 cm. 1'3 cm_ 
GCrlua.ny 3'[) 

" 
0'3 " 

I-a 
France 3'0 " 

0', 
" I'D 

Au:;triu. 3'0 " 
0-5 

" 
I'D 

RU8 Si!1 .• 2'0 0'5 " 
I'D 

Italy .. 3-0 
" 0'7 " 

1'0 

America (old) 3-0 0,0 0'7 " 
(new ) 2-7 0'7 1-0 " 

Japan .. 2'5 " 0'5 1-0 
" Centimetre ::::-: -30 in ches. 

'l'bc incl'elLsed height of tbe heel naturally throws the centre of 
gravity forward , and results in the tram~mission of a.ny shock TTlore 
directly along tbe anterior pilhLr of tbe arcb of the foot, not as it 
should be, perpendicularly to the tangent of that arch, This effect 
is aggravated ,,,hen the instep of the sole is thin , affording relatively 
less support to the arcb , As will be seen in the German boot, this 
latter dimension is reduced to 0'3 cm., not mucb more tball one
twelfth of the tbickness of the heel. It is to tbis peculiarity tbat I 
attl'ilmte the occurrence of a peculiar in.iury called "Fussgeschwulst" 
in tbe German Army, an accident which furnisbed from 20 to 40 per 
1,000 of total admissions in tbe quinquenniulll 1896 to 1900. The 
Guards Corps had as many as 943 cases, and tbe XIIth Corps 1,192, 
This injury consists ill fracture of the heads of ODC or mOTe of the 
metatarsal bones, most frequeutly tbe second, tbird and fourtb , 
tbough some cases lLre attributed to periostitis, tbe rcsult of 
concUSSIOll. 

It seems most probablc tbat tbe immediate cause of tbe acci-
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dent is a sudden jar, resulting from the foot coming into contact 
witb some inequaliLy of the road. Tiedemann states that tbe great 
majoriLy of cases are tbe result of overmarching, and Casarini 
considers tbat loss of muscular support to the arcb of the foot, due 
to fatigue, is a contributory ca.use. The injury is most common 
amongst young soldiers, 33g cases out of 400 record ed in 1898-90 
occurring in men in tbeir first year of service. Any peculiarity in 
tbe boot which lessens the support afforded to the instep, or whieh 
tends to throw the centre of graviLy forward, will naturally con
tribute materially to the occurrenee of tbe injury. It is often 
brought as a ,·eproaeh to our boot that it is too unyielding, and that 
there 1S not sufficient play in the sole. This, in my opinion, i~ n. 
positive bcnefit, as it protects the foot more effieiently from acci
dental shocks tban do tbe more pliable soles of otber natiolls. As 
regards the uppers there is not much to say. It is impossihle for a 
tired man to carry a heavy '..veight over a rough road in an easy, SOfL 

boot, such as would be quite suitable for :L couoLry walk under 
ordinary conditions. 'rbe new American campaigning boot seems 
to me to have fallen into tbis error. It is a retrograde step when 
compared with the older pattern. 

The usual pattern has a 1:Ll"ge vamp, which forms at the same 
time the tongue of the boot; in some t:i1ses the Jeathcr is in one 
piece, in others, e.g., in the G nited States boot, a thinner, softer 
piece of leaLher is stitehed on to form the tongue. As a USUlLI 

rule the upper edge of the (luartcr of the boot is jllst ou a level with 
the lower edge of the malleoli. 'I'his seems to me rather low, 
especially if the boot is to be worn, as it probably will be in the 
majority of cases, with putties. Personally, when wearing ammu
nition boots in India I used to have an anklet of leather stitched Oil 

to the quarLer to give f1 hold for tbe pllttie. In the old United 
States boot the boot was much longer and tbe uppers came mucb 
higher up the leg than is the geueral rule, huL in tbe latest 
pattern a return has been made to thc more USUlLI model; the old 
hoot, in addition, possessed that campaigning impossibility, lace 
hooks; these now only exist in the barrack pattern boot, but arc 
absent in the campaigning issue. The Hussia"ns, Danes, and 
Germa.ns still adbere to the astounding long boot. r~[1he genesis of 
this pattern is interesting. The J1:Lti ves of Prussia and of tbe plains 
of Eastern Europe are i1CCl1stomcd to work in deep mud, and to 
protect themselves from damp and dirt tbey are in the habit of 
wearing high boots with the trousers tucked into them; naturally, 
after enlistment, they like to adhere to their ",ccusLomed boot. Men 
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Colonel C. H. Melville 

from the western provinces of Germany by no means appreciate, I 
am told, the use of this class of footgear. The German boot was 
described in The Times' account of the German ~tanceuvres of last 
year as tbe worst military boot in Europe, and tbere can be little 
doubt that this is true. The heels are too high, the sole is too 
flimsy, especially at the instep, and the uppers are impossible. 
Such an article of footgear must inevitably handicap very severely 
the army whose infantry bave to wear it. A sight of it at onCe 
ta!<cs away any incredulity that migbt have exisled [\s to the trutl, 
of the statement that 30,000 men had to leave the ranks of tbe 
German army in tbe first few weeks of the Franco-Germall 'Var 
as the result of foot trouble. 

The Russi:1ns in Manchuria used to take off tbeir boots in mud 
and walk barefooted. 

'l'he Portuguese boots 3,re rather peculiar. In one pattern the 
upper leather is continued up tbe leg to mid-calf. It is slit up 
tbe Biae, the opening being completely closed by :1 soft piece of 
leather, and adjustable by means of two straps on the outer side. 
In tbe other pattern, whicb is an ordinary ankle boot, the upper 
len.thcr is slit at both sides, leaving an opening \'-ihich corresponds 
to the elastic side of a " Jelllima" boot. This is probably intended 
to be worn with some kind of gaiter or spat. It has no laces or 
other means of fastening. 'l'be beel is extraordinarily broad, being 
wider than tbe fore -part of the sole. The leather used is extremely 
good and soft in both these boots, though left rough. 

The Spaniards are also somewhat peculiar in the matter of 
footwear. Instead of a boot the soldier wears a low grass shoe 
or sandal! called an alpargata; this resemules somewha.t the grass 
shoe worn by natives in tbe Himalayas, and is fastened round the 
instep and ankle hy means of thongE. The sole is shapeless and 
quite flat, without a heel of any kind. Tbis shoe is worn with 
black cloth gaiters or spats reacbing nearly as high as the knee, 
and fastened at the side by buttons. In addition ammunition boots 
of tbe ordinary type are issued, but these are usually C3rl'icd 
strapped to the outside of the knapsack. 

The Bulgarian troops wear a somewhat similar sandal made 
of raw hide; these are worn over white woollen bandages reaching 
as high as tbe knee, and secured by cross gartering with leather 
thongs; a some'what, similar custom prevails in Turkey. The 
regUlation boot in the Bulgarian army worn during peace ti me 
is almost exactly tbe sallle as the long boot worn by the 
Portuguese infantry. 
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Camp Shoes.-Light shoes or boots for use in camp, or on the 
march by footsore men, are carried by the infantry soldier in every 
army except ollt' ~wn and that of the United States. In the latter 
case shoes are issued, but are carried in the regimental transport. 
In Manchnria (fig. 4), during the late war in that country, the 
Japanese made use of several patterns of native shoe, with grass or 
leather soles; they also wore a long felt boot, not unlike the Gilgit 
boot with which men who have served in the north of India are 

FJO. 5. - Camp Shoes. 
1. German (old). 2. Germa.n (new). 3. French. 4. Austrian. 

FIG. 4.-Japanc~o Foot Gear, 
L Pelt boot. 2. Ordin:uy marching boot . 3 and 4. Native shoes. 5. Grass boots. 

familiar. The fact that this issue is so universally the custom sug
gests the question wheLher we are not making a mistake in forming 
the only exception to the rule. The weight of these shoes is not 
inconsidcrahle, from 2 to 2 ~ lb., in other words, the weight of a 
subatantia.l reserve ration or of 32 to 40 rounds of ammunition. 
Personally I should be absolutely against making the soldier carry 
them, but I am inclined to think that they might conceivably be 
carried in the regimental tro.llsport. 'Whether this is sufficiently 
elastic to handle an extra load of ahout one ton per hattalion is 
another matter; I should hardly think it likely. If it could cope 
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Colonel C. H. Melville 75 

with such an extra load, then once more ammnnition and food 
would have a prior claim to consideration. It might conceivably 
be possible to carry a few of the commoner sizes, on, say, a 10 per 
cent scale, for issue to footsore men. 

Spare Boots.- Tbe great Duke of 'Wellington was once asked, 
"'What was the best requisite that the soldier could be provided 
with?" replied, "A good pair of shoes" ; and when asked, " 'What 
the second?" repeated, " A good pair of shoes"; and v·,rhen again 
his inquirer said, "'What the third?" replied, "A spare set of 
soles." Spare boots are not now carried by the soldiers of any 
army as far as I am aware, though in a list of the field kit of 
our infantry soldier in the first edition of H Parkes's I-Iygiene" 
(IS64) a pair of boots is included. At the present day it is laid 
down that this second pair of boots shall be left at tbe base and 
presmnably forwarded when l'equireu. \Ve are hel'e, again! con
[ranted with the question of weight. A pail' of ammunition boots 
weighs 3 lb. 14 oz., equivalent to G2 rounds of arnmunitioll, and 
very nearly two days' reserve rations. As far as I can see, the 
first two of the Great Duke's requisites are out of tbe question. 
The third might be carried, however, without unduly loading the 
man. Cobbling in tbe field is, however, lLlways a difficulty, and the 
ingenious snggestion published in the Journal about a year ago 
by Captain Bridges might solve a noticeable difficnlty. In tbis 
tbe frollt part of the sole and the heel consist of two layers, the 
outer of which is scre\ved to the inner. The outer layer is grooved, 
and its ,veIt slides in a channel cut in the inner layer, which is 
made of ptep;:Hed lef1thor. .i~ ew soles can be sCTmved on when the 
old ones wear OUti. At the same time the man has not to discard 
a well-worn "nd comfortable upper as he would have to if l1 new 
pair of hOOLS, either not previously worn or not worn for sorne 
time, bad to be used. 

The lVea"ing oj Shoes illstead oj Boots.- 'rhe Japanese in Man
churia, np to the Dattle of Liaoyang, wore Oxford shoes and 
gaiters. But the shoes got loose and the g'aiters ragged, and tbe 
majority of men took to tying Oll their shoes with a bit of stout 
string. This kepi the shoe close to the foot. Even when boots 
were introduced after the Battle of tbe Sha-ho, they were treated 
in the same way. 

The Highland regiments are reported to have suffered on the 
;\'Iohmand Expedition on account of wearing shoes. 

It is diiliculL LQ say anything new on so well-vvorn a subject, 
but I should like to give a few words of warning, which are applie
"ble to the discussion of all questions where hygiene comes into 
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contact with custom and fashion, more especially when these are 
concerued with articles of apparel or food. Tbe actual sh",pc of 
anytbing a man wears is the resultant of two forces; on the one 
hand there is the natural desire to feel comfortable, on tbe other 
the equally natural desire to have an appearance marc or less like 
his fellow-men, that is to say, in thc fashion. The latter fecling is 
frequeutly so strong that comfort is disregarded, alld thc individual 
gladly suffers in his effort to become beautiful, or at least to prcsent 
that appearance which custom at the time considers to be so. Oil 
the other hand, we have individuals whose regard for their own 
comfort or health is so great that they not ollly entirely dis
rcgard all appeamnces but try to insist that their fellow-lllen shall 
do the same. Such people do, in my opinion , much more harm tban 
good; they only succeed in making themselves ridiculous, and as a 
result we still have people wearing boots whicb, in the opinion of 
the faddiots, should result in m"king us a race of cripples, and 
women wearing clothes which should, if the statements of otbers 
of the same class were true, either render them sterile or make 
what children they did hear distorted abnormalities. And still 
the ordinary man manages to walk quite satisfactorily, and the 
mce is still on the whole he"lthy, and its individIHtl members 
normally constructed. '1'he fact is that the human body is both 
anatomically and pbysiologically much wore elastic than some 
people would bave us believe. The "Mahommedan true believer 
holds that all infidels bave to enter beaven by passing along a path 
as narrow as a sword blade with very little chance of reaching their 
goal.at tbe eud. Food and dress faddists would have us to believe 
tbat the path to bealth is egually narrow; tbey try their best to 
make it equally uncomfortable, and tbeir anticipations of our 
ultimate success are equally llnfavourable. This is quite the 
reverse of tbe true case. 'L'he road to be"lth is a broad and should 
be a pleasant path, since one of the conditions most essential tu 
health is comfort. r never yet met either a food or dress faddist 
who looked comfortable himself, or who succeeded in making bis 
neighbours anything but very much the opposite. The question 
of footgear has been for years the favourite hunting ground of tbe 
faddist, and if the modern boot is irrational and anatomically 
wrong, it is very largely hecause self-styled refonllers have tried to 
induce people to wear what I can only terlll leather covcrings for 
their feet that no man with any rcspect for his appearance eOllld go 
about in. It is quite possible to have a boot that neither violates 
the laws of anatomy, nor is hopelessly at variance with the ordinary 
custom of the day. 
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TllE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE FOOT. 
By A. H, TUBBY, M.S,LoND, F.R.C,S.ENG, 

Major , Royal Army }tfedical Corp8 (T.F. ), 4th London Gennal Hospital; 
SU1"yeon to W eB imimie'r llnd the Royal N{(.tionltl Orthopcedic H08pilal3. 

I deem it an honour to be asked to contribute a few remarks 
to the subject of this evening's meeting, and I bcg to expl'ess my 
thanks to YOllr President, l\f:1jor K B, 'Waggett, for inviting me 
and to you for your kindness in recciving me. It falls to me to 
deal with certain elementary facts, alld I trust I shall be able to 
indicate their significance and bearing upon tb~Lt very important 
question-the care of the soldier's feet. 'l'o turn more particularly 
to the subjed, the structure and functions of the foot. 

In general, the foot is usually describcd as consisting of a 
longitudinal and It transverse arch, It is better, however, to regard 
each foot as forming a portion oC a dome. The complete dome is 
seen when the two feet are placed side by side and a plaster cast 
taken of them in this position. In that case the astragali will form 
tbe highest part oC tbe h,,}[ circle, 

The description of the foot as consisting of a longitudinal and 
transverse arch is inapt, and the term arch is not correct. It 
cannot be said that, the astragalus in any way resembles the key
stone either in structure or function. The action of the astragalus, 
of its ligaments, and of the muscles wbich pass over it or under it, 
is that of a reinforced girder, precisely in the same 'way as such is 
nsed for bridging over the space between the two piers of a canti
lever bridge; although in the case of the foot the piers arc not 
plr1ced vertically, but are oblique, 'l'he term" arch" is consecmted 
ho\vever, by long usage, and if its limitations in this cODuection are 
understood we may retain it. 

The arcbes of the foot, then, are the longitudinal and transverse, 
The longitudinal arch is divided into internal anrl external parts. 
The internal longitudinal arch is composed of the os calcis, tbe 
a.stragalus, sca.phoid, three cuneiform and three inner luetatal'sal 
bones, The external longitudinal arcb, smaller ana shorter than 
the internal, the span being much nearer the ground, is made up 
of the os calcis, cuhoid and two outer metatarsal bones, They are 
braced by fascim, muscles, tendons and ligaments. 

Tbe transverse arcbes are two; the anterior formed by the heads 
of the metatarsal hones when tbe foot is off the ground; and tbe 
posterior composed of the astragalus, scaphoid and cuboid. In flat 
foot the posterior arch yields first, and later on the anterior arch 
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sinks; this is one of the causes of Morton's disease. metatarsalgia, 
or anterior llletatarsal neuralgia.. 

The [""ctious of the foot are two :-
(1) Passive support in standing; (2) A lever to raise and propel 

the body. 

FIG. l.- Traciug o[ the soles of so-called normo.l foot. (Bradford and Lovett.) 

Th e Foot in Standing.- If a tracing be taken of the normal foot 
(fig. 1), it is seen that only a small portion of its surface comes ill 
contact with the ground, namely the heel, the outer border and the 
balls o[ the toes. '1'he outer longitudinal arch is, therefore, more 
solid than the inner, and its elasticity its considerahly less. The 
inner longitudina.l arch is so i1rranged as io provide a series of 
buffers to break the shock of the impact of the heads of tbe 
metatarsal bones and toes on tbe ground. 

In st"ndin~, tbe anterior metat"rsal arch is obliterated, and the 
beads of the second, tbird, and fourth metatarsal bones come in 
contact with the ground. '1'be internal harder of tbe foot, which 
is concave \vhen at rest a.nd off the gronnd, loses some of its con
cavity inwards on standing. At the same (ime tbe foot in front of 
the mediotarsal joint undergoes some evcrsion or abduction. Tbis 
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A .. H. Tubby· 79 

in the normal foot is not a definite relaxation of the muscles 
and ligaments, but is due to rotation downwards and outwards 
(figs. 2 and 3), of the astragalus' on the os calcis until further 
sinking is prevented by the elastic resistance of the soft structures, 
particularly of the inferior calcaneo-scaphoid ligaments and the 
tendon of the tibialis posticus. This, too, is the position of the 
foot in the attitude of t'est, and an exaggeration of it constitutes 
the varying degrees of weak foot and.fiat foot, or to put it in other 
words. an abnormally abducted or everted foot is a weak foot, and 
may become fiat. 

FIG. 2.-The relation of the astra. 
galus to the os calcis. (Whitman.) 

FIG. 3.-The relation of the astra
galus and os calcis in fiat foot. 
(Whitmau.) 

The Foot in Activity.-In planting the feet upon the ground, 
inasmuch as the outer border is shorter than the inner, the leg is 
rotated slightly outward and the line of body-weight is directed 
towards the outer border of the foot, so that it is abducted, whilst 
at the same time the inner longitudinal arch temporarily sinks. 
When the foot is advanced the elasticity of the muscles and liga
ments comes into play and the eversion disappears. So that when 
the foot is again placed on the ground it ought not to be everted 
but should point nearly to the front. That is, when the foot 
touches the ground, temporary eversion occurs, succeeded by 
restoration as the foot is raised. So that in walking the attitudes 
of activity and rest momentarily alternate, 

If the patient habitually walks with the feet turned outward, 
then the attitude of rest or weakness predominates (figs. 4 and 5). 
Many people hold the foot in an attitude of rest when walking, 
either because of habit or by reason of bad boots, and do not 
voluntarily perform that slight movement of the foot inwards so 
characteristic of the "strong" foot and so essential to perfect 
progression, and they in time become fiat-footed. 
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80 Structure and· Functions of the Foot 

The Movements of the Foot and their Physiological Gombina-
tions.-The movements are :-

(1) Plantar-flexion or extension. 
(2) Dorsiflexion or flexion. 
(3) Adduction. 
(4) Abduction. 
(5) Inversion or supination. 
(6) Eversion or pronation. 

FIG. 4.-Illustrating the involun
tary adduction of the fore-foot, due to 
the obliquity of the beariug surface of 
the metatarsus, in the proper attitude 
for walking. (Whitman). 

FIG. 5.-The improper attitude of out
ward rotation, in which there is disuse of 
the leverage function. (Whitman.) 

It can be shown by direct experiment that plantar-flexion is 
always associated with adduction, and dorsiflexion with abduction. 
The reasons are twofold: Ca) The external facet of the astragalus 
is broader and deeper than the internal, so that when the foot is 
plantar-flexed the excursion of the external facet of the astragalus 
on the external malleolus is greater than that of the internal facet 
on the internal malleolus, that is, the foot rotates inward around 
the internal malleolus as a centre. On the converse when the foot 
is fully dorsiflexed, on account of the greater size of the external 
facet of the astragalus, the foot is more free to swing backward 
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on the external malleolus, and therefore is twisted outwards. 
(b) Plantar-flexion and adduction, and dorsiflexion and abduction 
are also combined because the shape of the astragalo-scaphoid 
joint is such that the anterior part of the foot must move down
ward and inward in plantar-flexion, and upward and outward in 
dorsiflexi on. 

Further, when the foot is adducted, the astragalus glides for
ward and upward on the os calcis because the calcaneo-astragaloid 
joint slopes upwards and inwards from the back to the front. The 
astragalus is therefore raised when the foot is adducted and inverted 
or supinated; and as the astragalus climbs up the sloping surface 
of the joint, the arch is increased. In dorsiflexion and abduction 
the foot is everted and pronated, and the arch sinks, because the 
astragalus glides downwards and outwards along the inclined 
plane. 

It is clear then that in both the normal and flat foot adduction 
is always accompanied by inversion and the longitudinal arch 
rises; whilst abduction is associated with sinking of the arch ana 
eversion. 

Grasping these fundamental points, we are able to appreciate 
that any cause such as faulty standing, bad walking, and boots 
which interfere with normal movements cause flat foot and all its 
attendant evils. There is, however, another important fact to be 
grasped. In the "strong" walk of a healthy individual or of the 
savage, the great toe is seen to be adducted when the foot is placed 
upon the ground. Thereby the great toe supports the anterior 
pillar of the internal arch and prevents the foot rolling over, as it 
were, on its inner side. 

What then are the causes of foot trouble? Grasping the facts 
that the positions of activity and strength of the foot are adduction 
and inversion, and the positions of weakness are abduction and 
eversion, we realize that walking with the feet turned out, standing 
with the feet turned out, and bad boots preventing the full physio
logical movements of the feet, are the essential causes of weakness 
and disability. . 

If the feet are turned out in walking as is often seen in a town
bred or weakly man the feet· are maintained in the attitude of rest, 
and this becomes stereotyped until flat foot supervenes. In 
walking, the feet should be turned nearly to the front and the 
inner borders should make an angle with the median plane of not 
more than 25°. This position gives the maximum of strength, 
agility and poise with the minimum of fatigue,.because the major 

6 
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82 Structure and Functions of the Foot 

portion of the body-weight falls on to the outer comparatively non
elastic arch. How many men are invalided from armies because 
of flat feet, and is it not correct that the men are taught to 
stand with their feet turned out, sometimes at an angle greater 
than 45°? 

Standing with the feet turned out is more provocative of 
-flat feet than walking, because in the former position the feet 
are not alternately rested as in walking. 

Bad Boots.-The faults usually found in boots are :-
(a) They are too narrow across the toes and the front part of 

the foot is cramped, so that its physiological movements are 
suppressed and the great toe is squeezed laterally outwards; and 
it is unable to carry out the physiological movement of adduction 
so essential to the maintenance of the internal longitudinal arch. 
Boots too small cause blisters, corns and bunions. 

(b) The heels are too high and the toes are driven forward into 
too narrow a space and they are cramped; too much weight 
falls on the heads of the metatarsal bones, the anteriormeta
tarsal arch is depressed and corns form beneath the heads of the 
metatarsal bones. 

(c) The support in the waist of the boot is insufficient, and the 
result is that the arch of the cramped foot already beginning to 
sink is left unsupported and drops further. 

(d) The soles of the boot are too thin, and a " rocker" action 
from side to side and froin front to back is established. Owing to 
the former the anterior metatarsal arch sinks into the concavity and 
becomes permanently convex. Hence the onset of Morton's disease 
of metatarsalgia. Owing to the" rocker" action from before back
wards the toes are no longer capable of complete flexion and 
become contracted, in fact they are permanently extended, and the 
front part of the foot being extended becomes abducted. 

(e) The depth of the upper of the boot over the great toe is 
too little and therefore this digit has no freedom. It cannot be 
flexed when the foot is lifted from the ground and the toe cannot 
be brought straight to the front as its under part has no free 
action in the boot; the toe becomes permanently dorsiflexed and 
abducted and a bunion forms. 

(f) Boots are often too short. This gives rise to a combina
tion of every ill result. 

(g) The inner border of the sole of the boot is convex instead 
of straight or slightly concave. This is totally wrong because the 
front part of the foot is abducted and held so permanently. 
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Further, all possibility of assuming the position of adduction, or 
the position of strength, when the foot is raised off the ground, 
so essential to its activity is lost. Boots must be so shaped as to 
assist adduction and prevent abduction of the foot. 

There are three points in a boot at which adduction can be 
facilitated by contact. These are at the heel, on the outer side at 
the base of the fifth metatarsal bone and on the inner side of the 
medio-tarsal joint. Therefore, the outer border of the boot should 
be convex and the inne:r border of the boot concave; that is, the 
front part of the boot must have a distinct inward twist, and the 
width of the sole should be a little more than the foot, when the 
whole weight of the body is thrown on it. To put it briefly, the 
sole of the boot should be sufficiently wide and the angle of the 
lateral inward deflection of the boot should be the same as that of 
the normal strong physiologically healthy foot. 

In civil life it is quite easy and often necessary to assist the 
feet when they show signs of eversion and weakness, and thus to 
anticipate flat foot. If what is designated a valgus wedge is put 
on the boot trouble is averted, and for those whose occupations 
entail long standing, such as nurses, I frequently advocate this 
simple measure. A valgus wedge is nothing more than a thicken
ing of one-eighth of an inch on the inner border of the sole and 
heel, so applied as to make that border one-eighth of an inch thicker 
than the outer border of the sole and heel. 

DISOUSSION. 

Lieutenant-Oolonel OOTTELL, R.A.M.O., considered that the great 
difficulty we all experienced was that the bootmakers measured the foot 
and then produced a last, but unfortunately the last never had the shape 
of the foot. 

Oolonel BEDFORD said he remembered that in 1898 the question 
of the soldier's boot was taken up by the War Office, and he believed that 
was the first time any special attention was paid to this subject, and as a 
result that admirable pamphlet by the late Major Hughes was published. 
He asked Mr. Tubby to kindly give his opinion as to the advisability of a 
boot having a pliable waist. 

The PRESIDENT considered that as in walking very little weight came 
on the inner side of the foot, he saw no reason why the solE), on that side 
should not be bevelled off. He asked if there was any pressure or any 
inconvenience from pressure on the malleoli from the boots at present 
in use. 
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84 Structu1'e and }l1'unctiolls of the Foot 

Colonel MELVILLE in replying said that the Japanese were now 
bevelling off the inner edge of the soles of their boots, and that he 
had suffered from pressure on the malleoli when wearing the soldier's 
boots, but that he found that it was overcome by adding 2 or 3 in. of 
soft leather to the uppers. He asked Mr. Tubby at what angle he 
considered the feet of soldiers should be placed, when they are standing 
"at attention." The present angle in the army is 45°. 

Mr. TUBBY replying said that for hard work a strong non-pliable 
waist should be used, and he was in favour of nails as they assisted in 
preventing concussion of the feet. He considered that 30° should be the 
angle the feet should be placed at when standing "at attention." . Any 
tendency to weak ankles should be treated by thickening the inner side 
of soles and heels of boots. 

• 
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